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A One Year Review 

Dear Members, 

If you are an active member of PACOM, you will be 
familiar with a lot of the information in this bulletin. This 
volume is a summary of the activities and events which 
have taken place in the last year. After reading this bulletin, 
you will be informed about our progress, and our 
successes that the Board of Directors of PACOM have 
worked hard to achieve. You will also find out about the 
struggles and problems we have faced, and have had to 
deal with.  

The saying goes: Patience is the ability to keep your motor 
idling when you feel like stripping your gears. 
According to this, we are very patient then. We have kept 
our enthusiasm and belief high while things move slowly, 
and when all we want to do is go ahead and start the 
construction of the Polonia Center already. I guess we have 
found serenity in this long process. We learned to accept 
that things won’t always go as planned, and will unfold on 
their own time.  

The last time I put PACOM’s bulletin together for you, I was 
happy that the pandemic was defeated, and that after 
almost two years, we could again start planning ahead 
without a Covid 19 cloud over our heads. Little did I know, 
that a new cloud was about to cover our skies. The war on 
Ukrainian soil went into its eight month, with no end in 
sight. The whole world, but especially Europe, is severely 
affected by it, and besides prayers, there is not that much 
we can do to change it. So keep on praying my friends. 
Prayer can truly change everything and anything! We will 
persevere.  

 Monika DeMari - President 
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    BITS AND PIECES 

   - A Year in a Flash 

As you know, our main focus the last couple of years has been to straighten out our financial 
and legal situation, as well as making sure that we have a clear path towards building the 
Polonia Center. And as it frequently happens in life, this challenge has turned out to be more 
complicated, involved, perplexing, and more time consuming than we ever imagined it could 
be. Over the years, we may have changed the members of the Board of Directors, but we never 
changed our priorities. We never stopped dreaming and planning for our grand future.  

On top of our internal issues, we have also had to deal with world problems. Due to the 
pandemic, everything was postponed or slowed down drastically for almost two years. We 
were not allowed to host in person meetings. We are grateful for all of you, who stayed in 
touch with us via emails and calls. 

In this bulletin you will find out that we have already fought the toughest, longest and most 
stressful battles for the club. We have already survived turbulent storms. The ship has not sunk, 
we are sailing again, but the weather can change, so we have to make sure that we bring our 
ship into a port as soon as possible.  

In the following summary I will share with you what the Board of Directors has accomplished 
for the Polish American Club of Miami in the last 12 months.  So here we go… 
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FALL AND WINTER 2021 - 2022 

At the beginning of October 2021, we reminded all of our members that our annual election 
was coming up in December. We encouraged everyone to send in their candidacy for a seat on 
the board of directors. All candidates had until November 15, 2021 to send in their resume, 
and what position they wanted to fill in. Unfortunately, we didn’t receive any eligible 
submissions. So, in December 2021, the BOD made the decision to postpone the election. All 
of the BOD declared their willingness to continue serving at their current positions. We took on 
the responsibility to keep going with the club’s plans, working extra hard for the benefit of all, 
and hoping that one day we will be appreciated for what we have accomplished.  

Also, back in October of 2021, we asked our paid members to vote whether we should pursue 
a deal with Magnitar, a Polish investing and developing company. We received a majority vote 
in favor of the deal, so Magnitar received our intent to work with them if our terms were met. 

As you know one of our most urgent problems was to settle the case that was filed against us 
with the legal representatives of Mr. Kochanek. The case was taking many years, and no end 
was in sight. The Plaintiff was certain they would be victorious. We had no monetary resources 
to continue the fight. No one could help to pay the expensive lawyers’ fees. That is when, in  
late November 2021, Blanka Rosenstiel, our VP, decided to settle the case. She offered Mr. 
Kochanek’s lawyers the full amount they were asking for - 1,044,663.80 Not surprisingly, they 
accepted it and the case was finally dropped and closed. 

Free from the lawsuit, we felt encouraged to submit a rezoning application with the city of 
Miami. The application windows happen only twice a year, so we didn’t want to waste an 
additional 6 months. A team to represent us during the rezoning process was chosen. It 
consisted of attorney Javier Fernandez, attorney Jorge Lopez, and architect Jacek Schindler. An 
agreement for $55,000.00 was signed with Javier Fernandez, who received a $10,000.00 
retainer from the club. The application for the zoning change to T6-8 was submitted with the 
city of Miami in mid December 2021. 

PACOM’s latest land appraisal was ordered and paid for by Magnitar in December 2021. The 
property was valued at $5,900,000 (at current T5 zoning code). When the rezoning process is 
successfully finished, we plan to order an updated appraisal. 

At the beginning of January 2022, the CEO of Magnitar, Łukasz Tłoczynski, visited Miami to 
purchase another development. He met with Blanka Rosenstiel and Monika DeMari to discuss 
the agreement they sent, as well as many aspects of the potential longterm partnership. A lot 
more due diligence needed to be done, so we decided to resume talks in a few months.  

In January 2022, all of the BOD received a Mortgage and Security Agreement prepared by 
Ryszard Bolko, who was hired to prepare this document on behalf of Blanka Rosenstiel. 
Attached to the Mortgage Agreement was a Promissory Note, a promise to pay Blanka 
Rosenstiel the principal sum of $1,197,700.00 (One Million One Hundred Ninety Seven 
Thousand Seven Hundred Dollars). The entire outstanding principal balance of the note, 
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together with accrued and unpaid interest (3% per annum) is due, and payable, 5 years from 
the day of execution. 

With the over one million dollar lien removed from our property’s title document, we thought 
we would look more appealing to the eyes of banks. We hoped that banks would give us a 
loan based on the value of our property. It turned out we overestimated our means. We were 
met with rejections.  

In the last attempt at getting a loan from a bank, Monika DeMari sat down with the CEO of the 
Polish and Slavic Credit Union, Mr. Chmielewski, during his visit to Miami in January 2022. 
Even though he wanted to help us with our financial needs, and he would love to see the 
Polonia Center built, his hands were tied. There are federal regulations that needed to be 
obeyed. PSFCU wouldn’t be able to lend us money based solely on the land’s value. 

With this continuing theme of rejections, we realized that a bank loan would not work for us. 
The only other option for a loan was to get it from an individual or a private investing group. 

Between January and April 2022, the President, Monika DeMari, did many hard money loans 
searches. The results were collected and brought up to the board. Unfortunately, all of the 
short-term bridge loans’ offers seemed too risky and too expensive to be deemed acceptable by 
the board. 

In February 2022, the 60 Million Congress, a Global Polonia Summit, was back in Miami 
again. PACOM had the chance to promote the exciting possibilities that the Polonia Center 
could bring. Jacek Schindler was representing the club at a booth. Robert Dobiecki and 
Monika DeMari did a presentation on  a stage in front of the attendees of the summit.  

Also in February 2022, we paid two City of Miami Building Department fees, which needed to 
be covered in order to continue the rezoning process. The total paid was $16,000.00. 

ROYAL JUBILEE 

The 50th International Polonaise Ball took place on February 12, 2022. It was a very special 
tribute to Lady Blanka Rosenstiel, who has reigned for five decades as the Founder and the 
President of The American Institute of Polish Culture. Distinguished guests from all over the 
world enjoyed an amazing party at the Eden Roc Hotel in Miami. Lady Blanka’s devotion to 
Poland was recognized, appreciated and admired . Congratulations to Lady Blanka Rosenstiel!  
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SPRING AND SUMMER 2022 

At the beginning of April 2022, Blanka’s Rosenstiel Mortgage and Security agreement was 
signed by two of the BOD. PACOM’s Property was mortgaged. It is currently costing the club 
$2,994.25 monthly. It is a first position mortgage.  

At this point, the talks about a joint venture deal with Magnitar, the Polish developing and 
investing group, were resumed. In order to make sure that what Magnitar offered us was a fair 
deal, we needed to find out what kind of proposals we would get from American based 
companies. 

Monika DeMari did many months of extensive research and she reported everything in detail to 
the Board of Directors. All the options, the obstacles, and all of the possibilities for PACOM’s 
project were presented to the board. About a dozen companies were considered, contacted, 
and followed up with. Many developers did not have enough experience with the kind of 
partnership we required. Some of them were only interested in buying the land from us. Some 
of them thought our location was not desirable enough, or that the land was too small. Others 
thought that our project was too risky, and our expectations were too high. One large East coast 
developer was very interested, but suddenly and unexpectedly, it went out of business.  

In the end, only three companies were seriously interested in our project and made us offers in 
the form of written proposals. These companies were Heller and Company, Premium 
Development, and Magnitar. 

Board of Directors representatives met with all of them, in three separate meetings. We met 
with developers Heller and Company and Premium Development on May 6, 2022. The board 
met with Magnitar’s representative, Les Surowiec, and their Florida based General Contractor, 
Lawrence Wright, on May 7, 2022.  

Reports from all the meetings were written and sent out to all active members. Based on the 
summaries it was clear to see that Magnitar was the only developer, who promised to fulfill 
most of the items on our wish list. With Magnitar we had a chance to build a true Polonia 
Center with little compromise, one like we always dreamed about. It would truly be a building 
built by Polish people for Polish people. What set Magnitar apart from other developers was 
that they already had a complex joint venture contract that we could work with.  

At about midnight, on June 4, 2022, a tragic accident took place nearby PACOM’s property. A 
truck hit a passenger car, which was occupied by three people. It completely demolished a part 
of the brick wall on 22nd Avenue.  The wall has not been repaired yet due to a lack of funds.  

A members’ meeting took place on June 12, 2022. Thanks to Wesley Kwasniak and his wife, 
Aida Kwasniak, we were able to have the meeting at a beautiful community space at his 
residence in Miami - The Mirabelle. One of the main points on the agenda was a comparison 
of the developers and their proposals for the partnership. Jacek Schindler reported on touring 
Magnitar’s developments and on meeting with Magnitar’s team in Poland. The meeting ended 
with a motion to prioritize Magnitar/Qsky to develop the Polonia Center Project. All present 
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were in favor of the motion. The President declared the motion as adopted by unanimous vote 
and ordered its execution.  

On July 10, 2022 members of 
PACOM met for another meeting at 
the Mirabelle’s location. The 
attendees had a chance to get 
familiar with a written update from 
Javier Fernandez, our attorney for 
the rezoning process. He informed 
us that the Staff at the City had 
some concerns that the club could 
simply entitle the site to sell it for a 
profit without retaining any interest 
in the property once rezoned. Since 
that was not our intention, we 
agreed to a covenant to require that 
a portion of the future 
redevelopment of the site be used 
to house the Polish American Club 
of Miami. The steps we had  
already taken to move forward with Magnitar joint   
venture agreement were reviewed in detail. Proposed changes to Magnitar’s operating 
agreement were collected from all members and written down. Next steps were discussed. All 
present members decided that it was best to schedule the next meeting after the summer ends.  

During the preparations for a partnership with a developer, we took a closer look at the title 
document of PACOM’s property. We discovered a few old items that were put on there by 
mistake. In one case we had an unpaid balance of $12,535.61 related to a certificate of use 
and business tax receipt license fees dating back to 2018. The President responded with an 
official letter to the City, but it was our VP Kazik Korzeb, who figured out where the oversight 
was made and he stayed on top of this case until it was resolved in our favor. He worked with 
the Code Compliance and Finance Departments for many months and eventually, the full 
balance was removed from our records. 
In another case of omission, the City of Miami put a lien on our property for $3500. We 
needed to schedule a mitigation hearing with the Planning Board of the City to explain why a 
mistake was made and why we should have not been charged that fee. On July 27, 2022, 
Monika DeMari, together with VP Wesley Kwasniak, devoted most of the day to get the lien 
removed from the title document. After 4 hours spent at the City Hall, they left with a 
document stating that the charges will be dropped and the lien will be removed from the title 
document. 
The title document reminded us about another mortgage, which dates back to 2004. We 
discovered that The Miami Society Group gave PACOM one hundred thousand dollars 
mortgage with an interest at the rate of 5% per annum. The mortgage will become due and 
payable in full upon any sale or transfer of all or any portion of PACOM’s property.  
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Between August 18-20, 2022 the Global Polonia 
Summit, known as the 60 Million Congress, hosted its 
international events in the breathtaking Baltic City of 
Gdansk, Poland. PACOM was invited to make another 
presentation about our Polonia Center Project in Miami. 
Beautiful brochures in Polish, as well as a power point 
visual presentation were prepared for that event by 
Monika DeMari. On August 19, 2022 the President 
along with  VP Lech Zalewski, took the stage and talked 
enthusiastically about our plans for the club’s property. 
The Polonia Center project got a great response and 
many guests at the event showed their interest in getting 
involved in it, in one aspect or another.  

 

  

          On August 22, 2022, President Monika DeMari and Vice President Lech Zalewski met 
with Łukasz Tłoczynski at his impressive office in the center of Warsaw, Poland. During this 
visit, the CEO of Magnitar answered questions and reassured us that the changes to the JV 
contract and the required business plan were almost done and that we should be receiving 
them both shortly. Magnitar had it until September 30, 2022 to enter into a deal with PACOM. 

On Tuesday, August 31, 2022 we had a chance to have a very cordial meeting with Mr. 
Horacio Stuart-Aguirre (past president of the Durham Park Neighborhood Association) and Ms. 
Melody Torrens (treasurer of DPNA and vice-chair of the City Planning & Zoning Appeals 
Board).  The club was represented by Wesley Kwasniak, Jacek Schindler, Leszek Ladowski and 
Les Surowiec, as well as our attorney Javier Fernandez. Even though the DPNA values our club 
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and its historical connection to the community, they told us that more than likely they will not 
be in favor of us getting the zoning changed. They are afraid of heavier traffic, and they believe 
that more activity on the street will not be a positive change for them. They are also concerned 
about the current housing crisis, so they would prefer a project program that would provide 
workforce housing. 

FALL 2022 

Th club’s members were invited to support the club at a public meeting, which took place on 
September 16, 2022 at the Curtis Park Community Center in Miami. As a part of the rezoning 
process, we were asked to make a presentation in front of the Miami River Commission 
Subcommittee. The club was represented by Monika DeMari, Rose Kruszewski, Wesley 
Kwasniak, Jacek Schindler, Les Surowiec, Peter Partum, Robert Dobiecki, Javier Fernandez and 
Alexandra Cimo. Jacek Schindler and Javier Fernandez took the floor to speak to the 
subcommittee about our plans for the property. The day before the meeting, Ann Foremont 
Boswell, the President of the DPNA, sent an official letter to Mr. Bret Bribeau of the Miami 
River Commission. In that letter she expressed their formal opposition to our proposed project.  
A few days after that meeting, on September 23, 2022  we had occasion to meet with 
Commissioner Alex Diaz de la Portilla regarding our FLUM amendment and rezoning 
applications. Lech Zalewski, Les Surowiec and Javier Fernandez sat down with the 
Commissioner at the Miami City Hall. It was reassuring to find out that the Commissioner is not 
concerned about any opposition lodged by the Durham Park Neighborhood Association 
(DPNA).  While he recognized the DPNA’s concerns, he noted the preceding buildings on the 
Miami River and expressed his desire to see more investment within his district.   
Commissioner Diaz de la Portilla committed his support for our request under two conditions. 
He asked the club to offer a covenant to confirm PACOM’s future presence as part of any 
construction built. He also requested that we commit to make no less that 20% of the units 
constructed on the property workforce housing units. Those units would be affordable to 
households making between 80% and 100% of the area median income (AMI).  

We got scheduled to present in 
front of the full board of the 
Miami River Commission on 
October 3, 2022 at 12 pm. This 
public meeting took place at the 
Downtown Main Library. Many 
of the interested residents 
attended. Our attorney, Javier 
Fernandez made a great speech 
enhanced by a slide show. The 
architect Jacek Schindler talked 
about our history and the plans 
for building a Polonia Center 
with a ballroom and a Riverwalk 
access. The President, Monika 
DeMari spoke last, thanked 
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everyone and expressed club’s enthusiasm and excitement for its resurrection at the historic 
location. Everyone who attended this public meeting thought that it went really well and that 
we made a positive impression on most, including the Miami River Commissioners. The 
Commissioners requested that we meet with the DPNA in good faith, open and friendly 
communication, to address their reasonable concerns. We should then report on that at the 
next meeting with the full board of the MRC, which was scheduled for November 14, 2022.  
As I am putting this bulletin together, the meeting with the DPNA representation is being 
planned. We hope to accommodate them and ensure the elimination of their  
opposition to our project.  
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ANNUAL ELECTION FOR THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS FOR 2023 

If you are a paid and active member, and you have some good ideas for the club’s future, along with 
some time on your hands, then consider yourself invited to join the Board of Directors.  

Nomination of officers and directors will take place during our October regular meeting on 
October 30, 2022 at 3 pm.  

We will be able to use the facilities of the AIPC, the Chopin Foundation and the Consulate of the 
Republic of Poland.  

Please meet us at 1440 79th Street Causeway, Suite 117, Miami, Fl 33141. 

The annual election will take place on December 10, 2022 at 3 pm. 

Join us to proudly serve our club until the Polonia Center is built and we finally have a home again. 

Monika DeMari, President of PACOM; Jacek Schindler, Architect
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Who is Monika DeMari 

First time when I met Monika DeMari was about five years ago at one 
of the earliest PACOM’s meetings under the new leadership. She 
seemed nice and friendly, young Polka, who was interested in writing 
articles about Polish organizations in Miami. I remember she didn’t 
make a big impression on me until she published her first PACOM’s 
bulletin. It got my attention. The bulletin was interesting, well written 
in excellent English and with colorful pictures. It looked very 
professional. I found out that Monika studied journalism and had 
experience with a TV show, radio and a Polish magazine. She also 
built PACOM’s website from scratch (existing to this day), created our 
Facebook Page and organized our emailing list. The entire board and 
members loved Monika’s beautifully issued bulletins. Her obvious 
talent was also recognized by Lady Blanka, who offered her $400.00/
month for putting together club’s bulletins. Unfortunately, the 
payments didn’t last long, which was sad. I knew that they took a 
long time and much effort to put together, and I wanted them to 
continue, so I even offered to pay for two bulletins. 

After a few years in our organization, Monika was chosen the President of PACOM.  
At that time the club was going through very difficult problems and many important issues needed to be 
solved immediately. That didn’t discourage her and she went straight to work.  
She also took upon herself many time consuming duties of non active board members and directors. 
She has proved to be a fast learner, a dedicated person and a creative artist. Her vast computer skills 
were very useful in many situations. She successfully led many meetings, discussions with lawyers and 
business people. With her excellent communications skills in both English and Polish, she managed to 
resolve many club’s issues. Her tasks were very difficult and demanding, but sadly there were some 
members, who tried to make her life and responsibilities even harder. She didn’t quit and didn’t give up, 
which made me realize that she is a fighter. Many of her experience emerged from running her own 
businesses, which always comes with a variety of challenges. I think that her full potential hasn’t been 
recognized yet. In my opinion she is a mirror of Lady Blanka Rosenstiel when she was younger. With full 
Board and members’ support, we can create a new leader, a new star of Polonia in Miami. I don’t see 
any other person in Miami, better than Monika, for that role.  
I am sure that most Board and members will recognize and  appreciate her hard work and will reelect 
her as President in the new election in December. She deserves our support.  

Wesley Kwasniak 
Vice President  
Former President 
PACOM  
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A  D  V  E  R  T I  S  E  M E N  T
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GENEALOGY TOUR  

is the leading expert in Polish genealogy-related services, serving more 

than 10.000 customers successfully for over 15 years. We not only organize heritage tours  

but can also provide advanced genealogy research. This gives us an advantage of  presenting 

 not only the country of  one’s ancestors but also specific areas and towns so that our clients 

 can literally follow their ancestors’ footprints! 

Our unique service of  on-site research enables us to find the original house where your 

ancestors used to live, their graves, and very often, living relatives of  our clients. Our tour 

guides are experienced in genealogy and knowledgeable about our client’s ancestry. 

For those, who don’t know much about their ancestry, we offer free-of-charge preliminary 

research to locate what part of  Poland your forefathers came from and what additional data 

might be available.
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